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of upper and tower lips sheet identical In eanternalice. Matt
has the habit of pursing lips and flexing jaw nasal's Ids in
%aught.

6. POLITICAL AffILIATIONIs

Paolo Alined NSW In 19:391 ?ants lase
x

7. mocoaskilra
te

ritAirsortle)	 84.41.LIts. ..80448-8181.Lisa	 r AIM% Idris uboa SW= remains In contact. 812T
lives in xamos, Coo/kw). LK 22BA01.

8. 1102011AL 8/61Vitt

a.19561 Stamina in Italy aa tdvilian Journalist with IS
purpose ct studying Paselst erganisatloas and fascistic, propaganda
methods.

b. 1999. All at January end lel/racy spent In Spain. Applied
tar Wehrnaoht Offloore Reserve Corps early in 1939. Durla September
end Cotter as assigned as a asocial correspandet to/4111421s use-
quarters. In govouber 1939 Dagen offline, . training course with
Leibetsndart* In WIRLIN, 00/178). %lista in taffeta 85 duria4
Deoember 1939.

•
o. 194os terawd and led a any of at oorrospandeeta to be

distributed nag to arta 89 divisions. In lay 1540 as froweandor
at this at corroapeadent eenteny doting the battle for trsrass.,,pfiring
Jame and July 1940 64413172 as attached to the staft *iai.tJILfl .

tr7SC

am ordnance ettbmer. As time progreswrd, theori	 Oa 7 ef at
serressundente '—e.— norm end more to be a i ornoenned with rope-
Scuds and pepthologionl 'attars. Mae%	 • order, organised
and trained nine (9) sore companies, identloirlinninisational strut/tura
at purpose to the original earpeny.

r
Iv nal SRAM 12%16114 is Spain. Otinitt s noise Though

MOM did net disease his Spanish travels at length, trots the general
• or at eanersatiaa to undsreigned Is of the opinion that 6933ECT
as eageged . in progeganda unit organisation.) Upon completica of their .
training. team. (9) aar oorreapondent eompenioa wen organised into
• battalle vith802JECT in orumnd. The ocesenies ót:thts battaliOn:.
wetetmideli dlapsieed aver the various fronts and a coordinating beads
wasters was established for SOBJECIT in 921L3.

ee ISO. Isala gust sort of 1942 ca the %atom front and had
units vadat his sand with the sawbat ferns at iodate from tielsind to .

,
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the Southern fruit. Dating tayear of 1542, SOIan's battalion
Dame an Indianan% mit Ind as adainietered to fin

enteat with	 & 	
a

f	
ft

Sa n= wade irst 	 the masa 	 i	 Of 
while MASSON was opposing Use Seam sauna befo 	 Mt. WASSON
no mama and sou= ban attempts to inn TLAnbYWt.sd a
velonteer alt esepreed of Clerman vhold bode Ma against the Russians.
(Refermoo Is ads to Orientation and Guidance apart No 7, Headquarters
510th CIO Detail/mat, mow, Bente, 6, Pen st, Pas. 84. PusgraPh
dated 25 Feb 151/11). SUBJECT snip/eta to 1111011.12 that SLUM said be
mod ante MASSON en Anli-Selebeast was • lirreialan atimalist, but
man forebode YIASSOP• me. man motioned cultivation of 1114SS0T
In amt.

f. 151/58 SOBJEOf as with ambat troops during the Marla of
MARION and LINBOSAIL iho winter of 150 was spat in studying no

c. deterioration of male mann the Soviet troops. fhe ma by SURJECTo•
unite of several thumentla of Clorasa-held basin Ms narked the —
beginning of Mat as, at Vat tine, a new proppada ma penhologisal
warfare approach. Ay 117Lik i s adore during 1543, 11111.1147re battalion
tunas a regiant,till'iae Limn the aria	 _°811 StentiertaiDatinfales.
At aim tairlaZOT as appointod rogimeareawarder wit the rank
of Solana.'

g. 1.94141 1111lJET was assigned antral sail alto from to
Luftwaffe and tat Webrateht, composed aggregate); of approximately four
thousand (4.0c0) attars and DI for wort cn on atirely new operation
so the Southern front. this operation. called °S20/1111 • as direeta

thi esWard no morale of e Sonia troops opposing the Oman armi in
•the Scab Ukraine. aarky 1514 aril, the first officially admitted
aeoperatim with SLUM and  Gm

gn

 LLIVE171, bt an interview Mt
MBA= ad SLUM July 15411. RUM= gam oolliboration rare end
11111/101/4 authority am defina. At first as (1) division ad lam
far (1a) division, emposed mostly of Ifermishold ad voluntaring
Ukrainians, an phoed under riail0a s ornand. MEMO; in ealabor-
shim with nano.5 organised in VIASSOP• divisions antral propaganda
and pephologioal warfare vats under the easand of Osman officers.
Thee units are spbordinattto ad equipped by *Stadarte Ina D74111r..

h. 1061 SUMAC! erpnised eanbat radio alaticas (fenpfswider)
Moe propose as to broadcast prepigada to many troops. A brash
develond banes SIN= and to ministry of propapaa daring the
last two (2) menthe it the at over INNIJIXT/u refusal to place the
teohnioal epipmnot of siltondszte NurVinalar at Mt disposal of the

• liorowelf sagas MST law0wpantell We of Rettraoht rreaganda
Troops in April 106. Captured by British Say 196.
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I. Statsent of Cadillac.

1., Lawns Clerany is under othripational control of Soviet
shillala and thlitsty personnel. It is believed that the Soviet
esethetien *arid be wakened St its senthenel Gould be subjethed to
feriae pathhologioal warfare pressures, exerted (a) at thee directly
sr (b) an Sea through the sorrouthing Goren population.

2. The basis difficulties in exerting pthohological pressure.
lossian *Mlle sad military pommel in the fast Sale appear to

e. the highly Inathessible nattier or such pommel awl
to stria eensorehip, nce-fratemisetica regulates end other severs

• rethriertiens greenling the matfett end novel of each personnel.

b. The operational problem of organising agent natearka
in to Fast tam for the purpose of distributing ant-Soviet propaganda,

Questies.
1. lisaring in nind the foregoing bash sentriticath the tenoning

qeselleas aze sdaitteds

a. In year opinion, that psyshologisal marten measures
and theleihes stela be applied lriday in harraising or azzlaradaing the
morals of Serie* offirials, officers end troops in the Soviet fthe of

b. Is weld you popes retching nth personnel eith
specific tithe of trepans& or anaaagas baring In nand the tun—
salty of aatect or otooniothice vitt that Se theolfh th to esthete

lte employed.

00 llos said propene& rear* best be exertetkupet Soviet
pratonolt

(1) Sy mitt-Soviet propapada prepared in threw and
addressed to the Senn popolatim the basis purpose being to thereon
Smarr .resistence to Soviet latinattim ar doeinaticel

(2) By propaganda roparod in Bassin end delivered
directly to Soviet personnel, the purpose being to adversely affect the
morale at at persaonelt

•

• (1) • by • nablnatios of both nathodst
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4. In general, that fundeasetal propernaa that Or
motifs said be woet effectively used in subversive anti-butt
propaganda addressed tot

(I Doran population?
. (2 Soviet gonnuesotal otrioials and burseuentst

Soviet officers?
Soviet troops?

e. tat operational implants would be used! Specifically,
eould you orientate using radio, printed propagende, rumor, palm
pen lettere, eta.?

S. Deering in abed teat the alto of ay radio lainesissies
Ira • timed position can always be euntnally detected by dinettes
finding tealmiree, it the use of radio is ocntsotplated, h, 	 your
'plaice, could nob an operation be kept suffieleatly conseated to
prevent Soviet dirsonce finders from pin pointing its location end
!myosins It? •

•
g. .Do you bunt say promo the night be ratified mad

anilabla to early cat oleadestine radio operations, both flat
teelanisal as well as an operetical standpoint? )

•
•

•h. In order to develop an orgenisatien /Or the nailing of
printed propagate& end prepagatim of rumor* from at bast its prinsiptal
cities within the Bast Ere of Gerseny, that general type of argenisatia
would be required? Sukait a general orpnisatica oharli and plea of
opentden, inehadiag • general lissoriptice of sash pborsiswa requirements
as transportation and other operational needs.

I. to what ext.% in year opinion, mold it be possible to
organise the aollsetion of slanderass or other emapreeising beornation
ecnomming the private line of Sarin officials sad *Moors? En
said such informaldea, If obtained systematleally, be etteativokw used?

3. leak you be willing—either directly or through Person
reeeinmaded by you—to 'assist in perhologial afire operations against
Soviet targets in the Nast Sass or Sernanyt	 .

k. Lansing you would be interested in soda aetivities.
• approximately how mash tine would be required to establish • mingle
network for the diesseinatica or printed at-Soviet peonage in the
Wastern Seat • In year opinion. iota thonld be the attsracter end - else
of rah a single network and erfast 'dint molested -targets Sea it
Initially operate/ -In &deltaic% 'hat voles of preporeds materiel
(la number or terse or weight) do you think stiili a network Sa g handle,
mud bow trepaontly eau* eeek•aterlial be distributed?
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S. •tatesent of aondltiones

L. The Lntroc0tIon ot several loots and opinions rtgerclnr, conditions in
the eastern sone widen would Wen the innotionin‘ and noon' os a penhoiceical
striate campaign against eastern sone targets is oonsthend nenseary at the
beginning of this report In order to provide starting pants tor their later
detailed discussion. An enlargement upon the 'Statement at Conditions • as given

.in the referenced Lotter is considered the sisplest way to soontplish these in-
Induction. this enlarged "Ststesant Of- Gonditions • teas foliose'

• The Boast occupationFon. r in the @totem tone operates under crating
quite different Cram those experienced by any other occupation power in any

• other country: in Carthame. of their usual political doctrine, the Do-
nate, after their occupation of the Eastern Zone, constructed Inn an

•add:tin to their already existing power intrasents out of denten elements.
This situetion is by no means aonarable nth the conditions in the leNtern
Zan. inn Li the aesterr. Genran parties should be fraly in accord with the
political opinions at the occupation ponra they would remain Oen= parties.
the SID Is only • Gerson party in Mn. Actually It in an instrument at
the ISM tan occupation power. anperfinally this would appear to mean a
strengthening of the Suselan position. actually the BED is the weakest point

-in the Dunn power-cysts. The inn borders running through Denny are
bolas in the iron curtain 'Mob assist not only the Insane in their in-
filtration and penetration efforts in • westerly direction. than soon
borders are also Wats through 'blot the net could gain access to the
aseeniss at the Soviet power. The bunions, who brnearly every other
case canal so well the art of looking up, have to depend upon, at this
paint • sass organisation recruited of German seaters. They hen, whether

•they Ilk* it or not, • broad area oi contact with the eon which, too is • 	 .
brood entrant Tor incompatible ideologize Interim. - this part of Le
Russian power systea is • piing of eateceroul tissue because the SID has to .
rely Ginn mans tin, in the en, are ninety-fin percent anti-Soviet
.attitods. It would to • fundamental error not to en In this tact the
deciding direotior-Indloathr for any psychological warfare enterprise against
Wine in the Eastern Zone. Therefore, it would be on error in foods-
Dintallt to attaegt to deal with the Soviet . Oncipition Power IBS the Ratan

•Oman population as separated napleats. In. fat, the multiple overlap-	 -
pings Of these. Gasolene is tbs. Coalition most vulnerable to propaganda

. actin Ina the hest. Until one the propaganda both in- the Inn . curtain
has larked tavern/7 for the DarLets. Singe the SAD doee not speak for-
stay In the Russian but in the anon nate, the opportunity orients itself
to the linesione to stir the. Deters In the net against the netarn Oa-
*anon Sirs oritInt being . foron tci show their hand. -Day atter day
• ireerigis•tistortima Minna In innumerable radio transience's. In

.•iirmenner the KID-of the Western- Iona is aupplied with Etonian&
. materials :nithoot hawing to renal to the Neatens Occupation Posers that

the Venom IPD Ls really the Rusitstie g trojan horse. Dirt this and other• son. ,I. Jo	 - • --
• 5/ 2. Of	 carEl

ar 1/0)13
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mmthAs data not change the iaot that all than matt:oda an only step'
aloft diverse She try • centre/1y directed anti-western prOpagenda.
The Russian origin of this propaganda 41vere the Unites atates the &oral
and political right to snouts with similar noth.de in the same theater
of this meld or Mn. Sr. The foot that this iropegands of 'tuition or-
igin 1/ primarily directed et the Neaten, Germane Le incidental and the
Loot that no visible effect upon AceriOan Ciampi's and Officials as beer •
produced does not diminish the American moral right to retaliate selnat
thst:ovietie aborted and impracticable proraganda attempta and intentions.
The propaganda's failure to produce • visible eilsot dose not indicate •
Russian restraint. may woo:d LE they could and their failure results
from the fact that • people of a very high lining standard Ls Leone to
propaganda made by people of • loser living standard. Even though no
moral reams east to dissuade the Marlow, from attacking the Russians
with the latter t a as propaganda weapons in this cold gar (rem while the
ear was in prugnSa the Russians organized • very lively owl activity even
including their allies as targets), it would be more cunning to Ocoee
an approach which mold not easily be detected and pin-pointed as an leer—
loan action. The cue for chiefly% the Ions of approach should to taken
Eros the special conditions prevailing in the :atom Zone. Eller their
whole mentality, experiences and education the Russians are engineers of
organisation and counter organisation. One should attack theneters the
organisable and the conosivable runs out into the unorganisahle and the
inconceivable. HI coaling the actual origin the political advantage
would result that one could stop, disown and deny such an action at any
time without &angina the American reputation.

2a. Et is true that Russian personnel in the Eastern Zone iA subject to strict
censorship and other severe restrictions. eat the situation caused by these
UgpMationa is not to he coeqmer.--• with the situation rich mold result
in the lectern Zones it such restrictions were imposed here. The American

• soldiers are mostly ooncantraUd upon important places and an son or
Ins independent in their living status. As a matter of font they weld
exist with no contact at all with the German population. The Russian ear
personnel it distributed over the thole country down to the tact little
village. Russian personnel is interwoven into the economy apparatus.
Russia personnel arc working in the Soviet AGS (combines or trusts) end
at the kwy points of the whole collecting and distributing system. The
Russian principle of nietreist of everyone makes • clearly-bordered separa-
tion lapnasitle. Zr addition, the German standard of living, mu under
today's austerity-entoroing Gond:time, presents • powerful attraction
to the Rastas. Therefore the contact batmen the population and the
occupation pistons], in spite of the well-laneen restrictions in the Zaetern
Zone, is far more close than Ls the case in the West. Rime the whole
mete is tweed upon using the SID, which is under Soviet control, to
prolongat• the occupation reports are, this contact is not removable by
even more severs restrictions. As long as the Russians insert themselves
into all enterprises such as SID nesting*, a strict and sharp separation

2
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oi uorasto inc aussions cannot it nos. 103 this mg see toot the synn
whiab constructs it. owl government's pert) in an aampiod country Were
its 'madness 'Stain itself. • psynolosicol ..M.re oa.pek. not use
these wsaleneseso. I rayon°lot to.). airier. easplgn nod not	 the
ditilcult and a-collo-Led di sat routs to the occupotion power. It
must espial% the situation as given ono use toe route tn. maroons al-
ready bms built to the analensl •xoset, oi course, It sat trivet.*
lois mute in this opposite Wanton. 4 !Abu this nun In appeal
would be Abdo to the ocountlen postr but ton soosal would a • elee■
coultant sido-nntion.

2b. She heaviest noble which would beni g n the operation of an agent out-
work in the Eastern tone la the unotutilanced wanly at the linselany

• in this field. In the test there to no parallel to their nuntor in-
telligens system whoa. Meth instruments ars stool pistons and brunt
annihilations. Pala prep:no:ran* of the Russians oan only be counter-
ninon Oy an enormous empmulittwe of asterial and organisational
effort. Therefore, at abs if it would not to better to shelve this
plan and find a better one. Actually this better plan is born out of
the special omitting existing in the eastern Zone. One oan ion •
propaganda agent ratans* in • Loretta country when Ginn and soldiers
represent a homogenous political will. In an oaaaptee natty the eon-
dittos, are Quite different. In ao canopied country there is the fun-
dental neeptanse of latent opposition to the occupation poem. In
the Intern Zone nen is not only sn nospation power Int • foreign
doctrine 'blob worn bats because this doctrine see Cara Minn
and bensinen to further its purposes. en nonstion is, of course, the
logical onadquento of. loot mar. It la always mareidered Widgeons*
and mooring bat whim is it really hated. The getnane bate is re-
served for and is limited to the occupied country's indigenes no an
willing to dominan and suppress their own people in the nem of an
under the commission of the occupying pan. BOOSUSO of this speoloal
bend of bats the latent opposition in the intern Zoos Is loaded with
quite different tension from those with which a latent opposition in
the Seat ever could be. Mere should be hula dial/rendes batsmen the
forme of propsetedis attempts to agitate the U.S. Ins Onmans against
the Marian and attempts to arouse the Intern Ione germane anion
their suppressors in the Sib. tdating masses of opposition are prawn
in thilastern &the and sceptre ocky the proper means tor activation.

• then Misses are • olonly-knit majority 'bin nos not nobles labor-
ion persuasion. Since this ma soot already exists, it is hollered
thatwitha neletneiy smell apparatus one could anion nooltnall
out of proportion to . tbon aniseed from as artifiolol constriction son •
as a satanic .1 agents. the Soviets on organisationally and psychologically
present' to sooner such an organisationally oationveblo apparatus as a

• intent of agents. Anticipation of the counter and its fors im the tactic
Shin onhi be used to paralyse the ennter ls possibilities baron its
initiation. Slas Clermans.of the tasters Son are too expoesd to07*nel.
Femur. Sid rentals to Induce Una into organised operatics. Om could
lot . m3444d'AM we should not attempt to do so. Ins pqabologlanl narrate,
beetnign' efleint the fasten Sons the claw oppeltinal attitudeMf the

IPI3SKR
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populatiw, voila be as • broad and natural current anion outomationli
carets. all thing. sad, to float :n it to the tarot. In maparlsoe to
this woad current an agent network would be only • sots oi stall eaters
wearies. One certainly should lay the groundwork for such an agent argennattoo
In sea this cold war should teems arm. Cne needs • snit ci wantsge points
ma which to gauge success or failure. hut this Le • neoessity of the
second phase and does not cone into the sphere of psychological Barters.
An agent network means • complinatied, always endangered, untight, and slant
insocurabla organisation. It is like a cannon which irequently explodes
backward. 'tier wf experlemat : nellrre that Lt L6 possible to secure note-
worthy results without the use of an agent nctoort and using the meow
already eagpsted With s handful ofsesta and • mall mart of sassy.
The preparedness of the Intern Ions population to wage • phrobologioal ear•
spinet thit Soviets and Wools benotwan exists and Ls so volatile that only
• mild catalytic agent is nergulred to loose its powers. The amputates
'bleb could be atilt op mould then only have to steer these powers and, if
necessary, pet on the brass.
maittsrmitt
roan althea knowlsde of tme presuppositions, the LIM under paregraph
II of tin rofereneed letter inchoate • certain direction clearly enough.
Saab a uniform complex of smestions sequins, of comae, eatemalic tmt
Jointed answers. tat the dleposition of the rootlike:a ideas is this
repos: ergot be arranged diagrammatically. Since yodr &Cs repaint
answers enocaputoing organisational, tatbnioal ond.tbeoretioal fields,
ell of which are overlapping, the M1111114% to these Ens suet overlap
to prawn continuity and it is round impossible to tallow the given
' obese In forwarding the atrial ocntained herein except in a general
anon To amidst the rosier La finding his wsy book to the given scheme,
anorak's indications to the canceried tarazraph in the referenced letter
an nods and unearliaml at tin angina,

J . the Soviet propaganda Is doahle-tracked. Cn the outside it is
• missions.; propaganda 'bleb animas to the oppressed, sauna

by exploiters and namongers. Ca the build. it In nationalistic and
appeals UAW mat who hes owe defended his country against foreign
aggressors and who, now lot the aoudad tins, las to fight. similar
danger. The Soviet haw in the Eastern Zone stands under Sho r ts-
Meow of these rationalistic themes. These thirds glee his the
slaw of the compeerar guarding his fatherland in a Screign
countrywho anst be pawed to Settee wren father to the Met in
older to extirpate new dangers menacing his can coectry. The nail=
*laths impost of this inside propaganda Li.. obarly defined that
an tithe Inman occupation pater (exultaing political special-

r iste) . is mover a political missionary. lie never autism an political
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discussions. he Ls •braga only the anqueror, tem prisoner at
orcer, the enemy ox 41 the enemies a sada. The +oda Man
in the Listen tone ate not reel any Ionian; lot civil repose end
peeeerui work. His living tonoltions LI anis vets not so good
as to seas his detest war ad playing soldier. $s mats • far better
Living in the tray than he 'eve ace in a factory at the horrors
of at cannot app at arse to hint Min the horrors of his civilian
everyday. Cgt of this situation negative perceptions result as 'follows,

Hs Is Lama to 41 attempts by the Meet to prove ' , the wrong,
done by the acetate*.

•

The Suntan saber of the astern Zone ocumation fora is
maimed against soy sort of peolfistio or anti-our propaganda.

lie is lessitsed against dialectic contradictions to Soviet props- .
goods theses.

Ills vulnerability lies in those thotthate tab the Soviet Radio-
allsta WuPaganda has loosed in his. It depresses his that as
etacquerow he lama • lower standard of living than tams Sam he dam-
Inattes. II, sew the a astortable living standard of the St fano-

• iterates as • fiensan-induced offoot. It depresses his that the
• hard working astern lone Industry produces proSoate at • very Piet

featly. It diatiaises hie that the war, finally von after ash tor-
rid* grammes, ha oat brought a better living to Ids and his
relatives. Se does not tear the new war but he fears that it will
rep caly a repetition of this hard work am still we suatern liv-
ing aftersarde. Out of then impressions vulnerable points to
perhologloal inflation are as lallowat	 •

. You are a brae sothier sad you conquered this country bat
neither you or koala has profited.

*thy of the derans dila you dominate live far better than you
and your balky beans they !Ors better hoe to cooperate with
your surcrion. The wealth • Tld the cavalries abla you have con-
quered and will has to conquer will aver Yield arty wealth to

' you and yon folks. Om the finis of your honorable rationalism
nay few are oceiting their soap.

It yin tan to fight • an war, ragerdlas of who starts it, you
mist sme that this present sitamtion As not repeated.

jjel.2.3. ad go Ca should net aka complicated differentiations be-
bison the seeds of Soviet oracle and lareaarata sad

Wan Botta stammers' troops. The rely difference is that Sem of
thole see .teattesed bolabeetka and an.. axe %oda bolabevika*: Direst
*imps to the tomer are In vain. dest•has to drives wedge Wawa then .
two Vilma to dletrld0 the goattal holabeirika and rear thus easiset in
the nut ot the others: 	 •



71.14 Nacre answering tho question ea to how to mob the legalise
personnel by prompulda ate should exclude the negative again;

one moat decide not to do that tick it does not pay to do. To rule
out the unprofitable one asks questions as Lotions

.uestionw That taohnleal and organisation means await tnedeouste?

ensuing	Taaso onniero o: the Ocelot occupation a'-- wholive in
Osman quartere an.; have continuous contact with siemens,
in contract to theme troops living in barrack., have car-
coin possibilities of listening to radio transmissions.
may are, then, exposed to the traneadasions of propaganda
Stet/One. As soon as the first Co/MU of a Western propa-
ganda trended/Raton are ascertained the Soviet oath:rine'
would know ha to and would stop this listening. A direst
appeal to the Russians will be possible only during the

• first troadausta. Troops who are quartered together are
not entirely naive in the face of propaganda since they,
themselves, are organised into propaganda sells. A propa-
ganda action with leallsts steed at auseitin troops bas no
chime of suocess. Theee methods proved successful in war-
time where the trait-line, teae and pulls= areas often
overlapped, however, these method. are not valid in the aim'-

, peen situation prevailing %War an Domination. The may
modest summons which one could Esther at the luilinnbig
would not justitr the difficult and expensive action.

•;es/tient that sources or propaganda would arouse the special mistrust
of the receiver?

Answers	 The German who lest the war cannot teak to thettussian
arameror and still, at the isms time, address his maims-
natio emotions and sentiments. The hussims interlrity complex
would be irritated by and would stall astranose sada by an
Arian or mr1 other Western "enemy". Anima this in-
teriority caplet the nicest and most logical proof of the
decent intentions of the Obits Boum and the clirrervat un-
veiling or the Kremlin's criminality would mime to naught,.
Politica said*, to the Russians, all papas from the West
An rich, wells-fed and do not omit the Russian to become,
Unwise, rich and satisfied.	 discussing the negative
aspects in this saner one acmes to positive ecocluaima
as follows,

Thou no matter shot methods or address are used the
Soviet being In the Pastern Wm is to be contacted
directly for a very dart-tams only. ebas to fade
mediator, ago-between. This mediator can only be the
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German population in the 'astern Zone, present every-
where Aussimns arc. One has to use • gates watch

flakes it easy and safe tor the SIMMS to bring that
sort or propa4anda to the auseimne which speaks Lint
to the rarmmts. This nystea should work on the prin-
ciple that slaadestino radio stations aculd create
psyChological.preparedness prior to and anticipating
• later distribution of printed propaganda. If •
propapmvia action directed AL the Huseisna mould speak
neither In the :tale of the tartans nor in the nese of

(
the henbane, and since en anonymous address has no chance
of success, the Russians themselves are • third cos -
•ibility. Sere the Russian enigration is a fortuitous
Jno ry. This emigration's mete existence could help
such • propaganda action. Of course it would os unease
ior any mums to activate these emigrant organisations
into a psychological torfare action since they are often
at odds with one another mad are generally penetrated
by Soviet agents, but the confusing potential which this

. •Aigrette° represents to the Absalom could be exploited.
One could take a one fra the deraan-organised ',Sapienza
Committee" of 1942 (Reference is amide to Agent Report,
S/R Marburg, Subject. VLASSOT Liberation Kovement, (ilo
III -11-23135, paragraph 40 (h), dated 3 August 1948), tube
at that tins, existed only in the Itagination of the
Germans. for. man propaganda action against the
Eastern Zone one should fictively construct a Reuel=
national, anti-bolabovistio committee which wou/d speak
in the lass of mother Russia to the Soviet ' occupation
personnel. This coasittee should show a conciliatory
tendsaan the tendency of the people haring earnestly
for the well-being of the Russians and should not deal
with especially complicated issues at the beginning.
Stec* the propaganda ol such a eccuiitoo, for the pre-
viously mentioned tactical and technical reasons could
only reach the Russian ear through the °organs and since
it seems neoessary to appeal to the Goan before reach-
ing the Russians this committee should to • Worsen-
'hessian* or a Nisisso-Gsrasa° Committee. Such s friction
could be well braced and supported Politically end
Perttologioally. Riatory could be quoted to prone thall
therlussians and the Germans always 'enjoyed goal relations
when they lived together in peeve. Nobody Gadd stespect
the Larieeni as being the &MIMI Of Such a lagaallair•
Ons could sty that the ;resent policy causes tuusecessan
hats and bitterness and forces the Germans into the arms
of the Vest. One could tell the Russians that the
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berman..Ruselan'fauds of tne not have been artiliolally
constructed. And during the same broadcast one could
say, in denim, that the Russians ore not as bud as they
are shoed to be in the bolshavik picture distortions.
by ouch Inv other methods one could construct an easier
ineress into the *neins through which the Lantern •
uermann could enter with their propaganda influence.

II. loi kropaganda addressed to the One= poptiation with the objeot of
increasing Carman rep lete:nee to Soviet intimidation teld

lion would require • synchronisation of the propaganda directed at both
Germans and Russian* since a certain degree of harmony between the taro
is desired.. It would perhaps be wrong for political reasons and certainty
wrong for tactical reasons to give this propaganda a too—accentuated anti—
Soviet character, not to speak of appeals for resistance against the Soviet
Occupation Power at this stage of affairs.

71. 10.11 German resistance against the occupation power in the Anton
Zone is as stiff as it can be at this phase without endanger-

ing life and such liberty as the Germane hove. bore resistance would re-
quire military backing ditch is impossible within the forms of a cold var.
Therefore, increased resistance could not be secured and IA would be ir-
responsible to attempt it. One should ask what would be the consequence
of western—betted sabotage ans. The beneficial effects accruing to the
West would be speedily countertaleurced in a very short tics by wholesale
liquidations of still esisting activist, in the Eastern Zone. These forces
could seen more operational capital at a later date.

II.losat The aims of the propaganda, intended for bath Russian and dermal
oonnaption are oto bring sand into the machinery° of the Soviet

rower. At the moment one could not do more to harass end enonlmuojihe
Soviets then to begin to construct • confidential atmosphere Steen Rus-
sian and Serums on a nonalenvistin base. The German who WWII for
a nnn—Sovist Rnssie . ard the Russian who is to be appealed to via the
GOMM and who on be liberated frea his conqueror's Isolation are sheet,
lost and useless from the ilewpo!nt of the Soviet concepts. Since then
two are considered useless to the Soviets their possible tsefulness to
the lest is suspected. The Russians would be able to counteract organi-
sation/Ay incomprehensible infiltration by the speedy shifting of per-
sonnel and sore mere restrictions. They will automatics/1y be forced
into the use of methods *itch will increase the general atmosphere of
disaffeotionamong their urn troops. Since they have no starting points
for anise contermeasures, one can dictate the form of the actin which
they orL1/ be forced into.. In their attempts to requite, retaliate Ind
create organisational antibodies they will reveal their weak points. en
cannot aspen more from a payobologica/ warfare action in • cold mar.
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11.1C.3t drub/notion and harmonization of rderman y end "Russian" prom-
.	 cond. ls the main pillar of this plan. As a tactic, the 'Armen -
Russian Chomittee has to picture the non -bolaheviatic nussian as the friend
os the Yemeni'. The propaganda should advise the Germans not' to elm every
Russian as a bolshevistic *may awn ik the nuselen is forged to set like
one. It should impress Germans with the importance of caking the non -bol-
chovlotic voice bearable to the bunion. PoWabilitles of asking the der.
can effoctivo in the rule ot mediator without endangering him will be
spoken about later on.

ld Cl)' In arkiition to the iriseery task of bringing propaganda to the
Russian address, the propaganda addressed to the Oermans can

,■ perform a second miesion. Simultaneously with the bringing of the truth
about aussia to tbs . /Westin g, the derman-Bussian Committee can unmask
the Soviet system. In unmasking this system the Germans should be told
that it in erroneous to believe that one can comtat Soviet methods with
European methods. Cte should advise tnem to behave in front of the
LEO, the Soviet caching , as opponents to the government's party behave
in a democracy and hollow out the SSD from the inside. They should to
instructed not to expose themselves to force and reprise/actions to
enter the SID and take pert in its organizational activities. 7/4y
should not attempt to handle a hypocritical situation with sincerity.
Convinoting the population of the intern Zona that they should use
hypocrisy in dealing with the LED is the correct way to paralyse the LED's
functions from within. This sort of propaganda would broadcast the seeds of
mistrust between the Soviet leadership and the SID on one hand and between'
Um galas and genuine cooperators on the other. The resulting berm to
the Soviet apparatus would be greater than the harm coming from direct
ectionm. In every appraisal OE the Soviet system one always returns to
one fact rid this fact is that Soviet practice built upon the 'eternal
truth° ot Estrin mod Leninism, always and everywhere works after the

, scheme of thesis and antithesis. instead of attempting to , counter the
Sinint . Mites. With Identical. mane one should "iii;i1.C-1.6O-ir Inabilities

tr	 attweling-Iliszie-say_intg_the  psyche oi otherseopliel Oh. should appeal
A - •	 to the Vichiamlli hidden in almost -every German. The propaganda notices.1	 min Russian advisers, of all people, could meet accurately indicate the

manner in which other Russians should be handled.

R.I.,: Whet sort of an operational imp/scent should to used? The ans-
wer to this question, In spite of all that has been said up ultil

now must begin with the feat that no 'implicated, expensive and thaws
end:maned distributicarapperaus for printed propaganda 'mists. One
could not expect to use secret radio transmission stations in the Eastern
lone. In such a thickly populated country this attempt would not balm
the elightswt , chance of emcees. In the Bestern sectors Of BtELIN, too,

'transmission stations could be easily detected which would probably lead
to diplomatic complications. So the chOice of the technical !sane most

.. begin Iron those aforementioned foal. is keg as the war remains • cold
•
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one the technical MMAdli of a psychological warlem action must remain •
restricted to the use cm teatime.: the printee yowl. Poison-pen letters
bra the spreading a rumors suet, likewise, wort with the same restrietione.

_ Radio transaisaione tram the border armee of the U.S. one would have to he
made in such a ,T4r that the petitions oi the mittlens tweet be determined
either by direction finding techrique IVom the Eastern one or by local
Soviet agent activities. The snow eoule have an excellent counter prop...
ganda point if he could say with truth that the sending station is located
in DHIM(SalNYIL and that the Americans *lice it to continue emanated.
The clandestine character ol a broadcasting station would have to be

st	 ta

le-
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pregnable from all directions. To ;reserve thisstoney one needa at
least three movable stations, if possible, more. The main nation (station

(, "A"), in addition to its technical personnel, 'Mouth be staffed with the
actions direction personnel, though it is not necessary that this direction
personnel be physically present at station "A . at all time. The amp/eta
transudations could be prepared at any plaits is anystudio by transcriptions
onto stall bends. Those bande bearing the wools program to be broadoest
could be forwarded to the regularly obangirs position of station ea" and
the small staff at station "A" woad be reeponable only for the technical
tasks relating to the transmission. Ides. technical tasks could be assigned
to one hundred :event American personnel and the control and censorship
could, from the yery origin of the transmissions be under the strictest
supervision. If it should be intended to us. other than American personnel,
it is possible to secure the services of qualified experts who, during

•the war, proved themselves capable at similar operations. the transmissions
from station "A" could be received by stations 013" and 111C" using the "Ball
sestet" (receive aid transmit) and transmit on a wave length synchrtnitad
to that station °P. In this manner reception in the Eastern Zone
would be improved And the difficatte of establishing the origin point
47 the use of direction-finding technique would be aggravated tine* the
80124 AVIV length would always appear to be oceans from three (or more)
directions. She entsv would have to work with • large number of eatable
direction finders and before be could fix hie objective the stations woad
have already owed to different places. This changing of the stations'
positions should be made every three or tour day but with self-contained
units changing of positions would be a minor technical difficulty. &laths,'
"B" and i ne, would, like station 'A", realm very taw technical personnel.

II.Ibt Sines no distribution apparatus for printed propaganda in the
Eastern Zone exists and since, from this quarter, it is considered

inadvisable to °destruct one at this time, one should develop a bytes .
which nen bring this material to the herbals population without the 	 .
help of specific person,. Since, from here, it is not SONO whetter Western
aircraft operates over the Eastern Zone the use of aircraft will, in this

 rot be discussed. Artillery and rocket throwers, 'blob were used
with gnome to the war, shall also remain out of discussion. In Osemany
the westerly and easterly wind directions predominate. Balloons could
be sae of widely differing capacities which could transport printed

10
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eaterial over several hundred miles with favorable weather conditions.
In the /sat war these balloons were equipped with a relatively Staple .
time-fuse which ailomed the cargo's complete or portionate release. Af-
ter releasing its cargo the balloon would vanish Oy a self-destruction
mechanism. As additional actor for the balloons' origin, they could be

\

.. octstruoted after the model used by the Russian air force in collecting
; weather data. These balloons could start from, the border areas. Since the

necessary dispersal and release apparatus, is small, it is readily transport-

a	
rn. blip and the balloons could be released ocessienialy from other Weste Zones.

1 One could even outfit llahertoate and release the balloons under Wm-
able weather conditions from the Baltic Sea. Kite balloons were also
used with some suooess. They can roach a high altitude, carry a consider-
able load and cum be made to disperse widely. Those areas of population
concentration lying just behind the sonal borders toward which ha/loons
could not be accurately aimed could be reached by missiles projected Iron
Copts and noiseless spring or peumatio projectors; the leallsts after
reaching the desired point on their arc of flight could be released from
an cnauspioinus-lcoking paper container. Such an inplaceent could be pot
o good vas be 5EAL14. Out of the existing conditions in BERLIN one could

develop similar end better devices. For instance the 	 ubways and
hussies crossing the scoter bordere could he excellent prapegang, material
transporters. One could leave small parcels behind in these conveyances.
The finders would, innuty cases, carry them home and a large percentage of
the leaflets would be pat into eirettletion. All technics/ means for Leaf-
let distribution mentioned here are primitive. Out of the neoessity one
can extract a virtue. It would appear to the Russians and even to the
Germans that even if the Americana should do something like that they
would not use such primitive scans. This priaitivity would imply the
actual existence of eons sort of an underground movement, thereby adding
credence to the already cleaned existences of German-Russian Committee
operations in the Eastern Zone. They would assure that any underground
movement in the Eastern Zone would have some contact with the outer Timid,
night have sone sort of a foreign finance source and that the move/oat might
enjoy a certain tolerance. But it would be hardly possible to asks an of-
ficial American label adheres to the propaganda regardless of the sundsals
made regarding its origin. Ewen the radio tranemissLons should not auto -
nation137 produce the impression of American origin. Apparent improvisation
and extempraneity could leave an impression of their unofficial character.

;Lax Coe who considers the distribution of printed propaganda in the
Eastern Zane as being a technical and organisational problem

only will consider the foregoing suggestions insufficient for reasons
as follows,

It is impossible to precisely fix and detente the :material's
lionce Point in advanc•. except in the case of netsrial aimed
at ports of 11F-Rt./N and at cities near the Tonal border.



It is impossible to hit ,speoific towns are villages since they
are such mall points in the space of the landscape.

It is impossible to restrict and control the circle Of linden
and remivere of printed propaganda mayeriale to' using the methods
proposed by this quarter.

/astern Zone conditio-s that either exist or which could be constructed or
animated by the olardestine redio's tranamieeions to waist the dietri-
button effect are as follows,

Because of the balloons' limited carrying capacities, the leaf-
lets, by necessity, would have to be mall and light. This
would not prevent their farm and style from being impressive.
Even though mall and light they could be made in • manner that
would muse them to be picked up and looked at with curiosity.
Examples of this could tee

( a ) Inflate printed to look like Deutsche Mark or ruble notes
on one side.

(h)

(c)

L	

-

• the materials will 

to

not

such

go . darn in

fantasy. 

the

An 

towns and

important tact to

village*. 

be aam
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-Same Is no limit
sidemd in the distribution of printed propaganda material is that
the Eastern Zama population is psychologically prepared for the
picking-op, reading and passing-on of lantlits. the population
is in opposition to the Soviets and the 'SW, and hunger for such
material is great. By no means asal/er is the longing to harass
the nay. Actually, except in the cams of MELD, and Shame points
near the harder at which the material ain be aclurately aimed*

country where Mere sr* at least came hundred and fifty persona .
living on each square kilo:eta and where the fields, mode, and
gardens-are, at least during the want menthe, intensely traversed,
one. can expect that out ofone hundred leaflets, twenty to thirty
will be -IMO very soon. Out of this twenty to thirty, fifteen
to twenty-five will be •passed on and . -prochwe the, noted effect.
the :leaflets which are addressed, to the Ceram population alas-. -
eLliquitikly- proloci the wanted -affect. They. will pase froatiad

,A4.bottAlad'bilr.ilialwayis have a certain rarity nine which would
- :make Viaii, longed for My. e*Pertkemal .haw • I art such literate*	 •

• circulate. wader 'auch ---caiditicias:' • Iron the point_ in tin at which..	 .	 ...	 .	 ......	 .	 .

leaflets of the size and shape of cigarettepapersalternating
one propaganda-bearing paper with one genuine oima

•
ette paper

in the package. Them cigarette papers are very scarce in the
Eastern Zone.

leaflets with political comic stripe, numbered, to be con-
tinued", with well-made political humor, Mennacke Jókes,
etc.
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• the* are picked up onward, their distribution is no lover •
technical end -orgaisatlonal problem. kale this point onward
Usti: speed and range of oinulation overdo upon then Lore
and content. The clandestine radio stations could, Iron tine
to time, annum@ the appearance or • new leaflet thereby creating
• certain tension and curiosity. p certain portion or the leaflets
should be prepand tor the Soviet reader. The whole theme song
of the clandestine radio stations, awn the beginning of tbe
leaflet distribution, should be tuna to Oersin-aziallisi friend-
ship. Before distributing the leaflets the Unman finder
should-be conditioned to assist the Soviet out or his isolation.
After • certain period, during edict; the Gnat would he con-
ditioned by the radio trancsaissions, leaflets which could be
divided in half along a perforation, one half intended for the
laeran and the other hail intended for the Russian, should he
distributed. The leaflet, at the half printed in area *Gould
advise the Reran finder bow to introduce the Russica-printed
belt into the surroundings of the Russians flout- endangering
Mason. Re could be advised to lose it on the street, in a ter,
on the floor of an official building, in • public conveasoe or
any place which is used ty the a:unions. At the beginning of such •
propaganda distribution one Gadd play • produotive prank by
printing one parenthetical sentence in Gran an slerlet other-
wise printed in Ronan advising the %rum Iltdsr that the leaflet
is forbidden and that it is his duty, after the caropetion poser's
regulations, to head it brdiately over to the tint eater of
the °Gavotte° force whom be con content.
12.14. (2) and (3)(4)1 Tbe Sesta, the priaitive, feels • child-

like enjoyment when contemplating • rare and
••xtrardirery object. dig whole lifetime long he ban been fed
with gra mod manottotnia .1sarlate• Be would pia up and bide
welLexecuted leaflets not only because of Aden content but also
because of their curlew fon. • leaflet appearing to be a ruble -
mote rale lying on the - nand, an lanais in micro form •	 •
SWAM took the size of • pottage strip awould never th ine ansy.
Re would hide, it became of its rarity and show, it with childish
pride to his friends. 'Later one could proceed with-falsified
dormente, forala and such thinp. Actually sonoess wattld not
-depend own general sod wide distribution of this aterial. The
are existence of such • propaganda satin would fora the Soviet
adainistration and troop cant into counter-rain which weld
easy. he sources or *sternward to subordinate.. `A islatbrely
awl/ ratity of rich notarial would ittftine to release the ale-
Ina Of nuns spinet ilthilinOttr. Inn thoM.leefistawnich

. --retah-the control enthoritia through visible and ocetrillid
would lead then tettiertttee to believe thet-• far larger amber -
•of.:lart learleti circulate through clandestine channels. .Ths

dram



clandestine radio transmissions should cantionally refer to given
leaflets end underline or interpret their signifinnee. The
tnnuessions should also create th• hapreseice that then are
net natters of leaflets circulating in the lastest Zoo g. If
this impredon Geld be Greed, the the smaller the amounts
at the leaflets that the ocutra ' authorities neaseded in seising
the more they meld be inclined to belles that large mothers
resin successfully hidden.

MU: Stelae mu-time then were some etoniehlagly nownsful results
=geed by using slanderous ad ecepromising intonation against high-
ranking military enteritis*. Ors typical and very impressive maple
I witnessed spelt. In this sphere the Beets an very scasitive.
One Stolid slays be en the alert for euth possibilities to discredit
and otherreas them end the radio sad printed word should be fully
exploited in this dinette. Of mery methods possible, one tit
requires the use of ens carefully ciliated agent is outlined as follows.

fhe radio treemissions should always shriek In Oman the the
crimes of the Soviets and ISO Autationariee stint to have and
Meat bearers * 0 kith of eneitie oases of graft and (termini=
to eammoniete that by naelgted letters, felling or Getting the
3eturn address, to MERLIN soquaintansee end to nquest these
aopeatanies to forward the letters to the West ISRLDI Postoffee,
Sox Labe XTS. One could gather • suffieletry large alter of
letters by this method. It is hardly to be eryeed that the
Soviets could forbid portal deliveries to Marten BELLThrithout
losing face. Of course the Soviets 'weld •tteapt to marveilie the
pram to rented or visited the pones bat if the ban eater
observed entity precautians he meld certainly not be oneusgere
as moth as he would be if he had to enter the Western !bus to
gather such saterial as ems to the box. News by the use of
this or • slatlar method me weld construe a system to patp
the IIMPONIII end failure of the propaganda action end thus build
• bridge between the Oernanassien Oaten end Le hearers.
Leggett material for use in attesting military reputation and
in adnaining Winn and troop maral• the propaganda alter*
ahead be able ton interrogate ituaden deserters. Without debt
at interrogations roller military than and the results of meth
themes provide. went eaterial for use against Propaganda targets.
the Propaganda -astion t e agenda Smola have aeons to the deserters
also. If this is lagessible, the the usual Interrogation should
be supplemented by a spedel end detailed questianners. ilawever,
sue • pestiomeire would he an tembeterblat embstittre,
disetner should be queettiamed aboottlia . preen erne and
parnle, abet these insuffielencies, injection and eoranticas

trinlirldn 'pereatilly• The Adage soldier and .septcdally
tinittnini veldt* is inn tors effected by .netty•criesenos. Ann
by hi 1en3 entlatelleetci Oroblini: . One rhauld leers tether
be :Setilds lenrtnttas,.tethir legate his rations, liquor end



clothing punetually and of the correct quality sad quantity.
One Amid loam oho makes a COS ion out of the vodka he Mould
but does not get, and to my commis crime without puniehmeet.
Onelhould learn about his immediate surroundings, the names and
idlosyncrades of those superiors uho trouble or oppress him. by
learning these thing. me could tether the material with Welch to
appeal to the duple Soviet, people ins toan th.t yould tremble
their superiors. The propaganda &cold be able to mitt. the
manner in "Mob the deserter flossed the Siontior, how well end
happy he Is at present and how decently he was received by his
non-Soviet brethern. By these methods ous could endues new
•desertices end thus always provide himself with AM mad provable

• authority. Acmes In a direct, or in at least a round-about wa*
is a prompposition without which the thole scheme le Lepraflisable.
If the propaganda soden should develop to inortanoe and if it
should be commissioned with large and specified tasks it might be
neseseen for the action to use • smell sateen of agents In the
tasters ion. This nfleork Mould be used to collect snarls
inforeetIon relative to gauging the propaganda's mimeo and
failure. The discuseed plan does not foresee the organization of
an agent distritution apparatus in the Intern Uwe and the
gathering of such gauging Information sould . he managed by a
perhaps already existing organisation of agents working on •
dealer line. This perhaps already existing network would be
spared the organisational end technical burdens vith Mich an
Agent distribution apparatus would be loaded. Or, me meld
entrust this imformatiem gathering task to sane g reatly stifling
Enacts" or Menem eanniaation 'kennel. Contactswith me
groups trot this quarter do not mist. Conditionally enforced
isolate has almost ompletely prevented m7 contacting anyone
active in Germ affairs.- Making each *outsets would require
latitude sad maturity of movement Der rather extensity but
t olerable Journeys. After finishing these journeys it would he
possible to forward • general organization Mart and plan for
agent operation: I would estimate that them journeys would
regain Sneaks. As tang...it is possible to earn on a
payoholegioal worriers ornate without having direst onntaat
with en agent network of my kind in the Eastern Zone one should
not emsemessarily in= one efinero. Sines the totted States
would hardly have the intention of exposing itself is the manner
if a penholegieel 'Barbers campaign against tenets in Me. Western
Ions, ash newts. It they are not already controlled, would lune
to be enmeshed by a "print., group.. The perbologioal warfare
campaign would hem to deel yith paid agents and the paid agents'
depondaldlity weld be Inflamedbythe *printstroop o power
to sperontee the Wake futures and the amenity of their rolui.a.
Ike possibility of entmeng leolitiesilytneeMorthy at on an ideological



basis dose not exist. One asks, "to ghat and to whom should
• they be obligated?" Alpo* America, the representative of nieWro

•

t power polities, ounnot appear in the open, the only poseibility
reselolgo with shish to atlas Ideological Idealists le the promise

I to midst the organisation of a national Oceans group whose objsot
; would be ths liberations of the Eastern Ions, *ash a group would
' have to have its specie!. gravity point in the O.S. Ions. It is

. hardly to be tweeted that such a group would be tolerated by
/merlon authorittss. Oben one appeals to the Ideology of • eon*
fiehertalel oceperetor in ardor to expose him to heavy dangers one
cannot work with a Notion.. the suggested dernenausslan
Occemdttee, le present a enticement, • national Oernan group
meld aotually have to exist and nobody could limit the activity of

•ro& a group toward one specific objective without spoiling Its
normal attrsetivenese.

Mills As for myself / amprepared and willing to assist a plogholegical
Tswirare Calltalp against the mentioned targets within the gessral flab-
work of this plan. I belles*, too, that I *Gild arrange the soopsratIon
of needed epistolists. The basic precupposition for at • cooperation
is • sandal% of sand thatweld permit the passage of orders fags
above and Vie meant of sot:Ions fra below in • sompletely faithful
and undistortsilammner. fh. orders, after this presupposition, would
have to ems from end the obligations wild have to be mods to sn
Amnion authority of suffIsiently high rent ad status as to be ale to
secure the non-Imerimut personnel against the cations of both American
ad derma sathorities by lasdhl measures. In order to present all
eallaboratere frog being reposed at aces /*tura date to prososutian and
punishmeat for dissednating ferbiddsm propaganda or for engaging
subversive astivitied, the propaganda unit should be inoorporated into
some large Amsrican army framework or into some equally powerful organ
of the U.S. Oovermaint. A propaganda action against targets In the
&astern fame ocautueted in such a sinner as to confUse impressions of
Ameriemn sponsorship could cot be sum:reseal without rigours* to seib
a power to seal, sever sad protect the nom-Ames-loans !li groin 000peratIng.
This cooperation guild extend into spheres as follow

ersamaission stations, flea eleadastins and
in	

namable cannot be
operated end moved Ia manner precluding Carman polies restraint
unless they are Mounted on O.S. Army*marked	 with O.S.
Sally personnel therein. Since ?hies movable statism would need
towers* only Malted technical Ambitions, the stations could be
crated by eamplately Awls= personnel. In come the America*
!elm/alias are not avellable at the outset of the operation.
Osman tesknielans said be fossil** said later be relissed to
verve in ether sagoeities.'

Theyriatision Of printed materiels regains a-apsotallsod and
laste*gedAstiug end printing om rice Manor requires

peeiller-loildng	 Onssian.t*Us cyphers and those of the 	 any



est (Jai
Russian dialects could not be handled in an opon printing shop.
A very :Rectal printing plant would hove to be imported or re -
quialtloned. Its op:ration would require the use of awn per-
sonnel and complete impregnability to derma authorities. Of
course, only American comma could arrange these countless and
debate detalls.

ap editorial staff originating the parted propaganda and the radio
transmission add, by necessity, to cothotea of Amsrioan and nma-
American stomas and textual conosalone would sometime be re-
eland In order to produce the end product which would be sajeot
to American censorship. the American sponsors Sala he expeoted to
use their censorship very strictly. It is iso gonal* and under-
amiable ttetnan-American000peratorOwould nate certain dim-
trust Iris the American aide. the non-American cooperator however,
Sill feel a nistrust, in the beginning, at least, for the Americans.'
The non-American cooperator would expect that any responsibility.
and wide latitude of action would isolate a preparation on the part
of the Arabian to disavow his cooperator in event that Urn bi-
tenets mould be served by the disavowal- The heaviness of theism-
ponsthility ancithe measure of the non-Agerthan is permitted action..
latitude would appear to the non-bertha as indicative of the propor-
tional speed and vehemence with which him cooperation would be denied.
therefore, to reach an Mather, which would exclude this mutual mis-
trust it is maggested that personal intimacy between sobers of the
editorial staff to encouraged. This Lunacy would benefit the cam-
paign In other ways besides closing the atmosphere against mistrust.
The non-Americans should transfer their amporienoss, their knowledge and
their abilities in an unrepressed marner, but their field of activity
should he halted at clearly definable lines. the one who amnion
censorship bean the responsibility. Only under such manditions
can one secure the maxima of exploitable sell-expression.

ILA': The period needed for the	 eration of such an operation does
• not deemed upon the solution of the personnel, but upon the solution

of the tactical, and organisational problems. The staff of Armen cooperators
Including alias, studio people, translators,.the.radio meeker for the
Geremn . ad buslan Ungava, radio trassission-tochnicians, ratite thr
balloons mad kites, could be found wider favorable and reasonable toad/Mans
In a few saki. Bat as has heenseld helots, the whole technical part of the
operation call be accomplished with purely aserthan personnel. The period
for the technical geeperstion cannot be estimated from this quarter. It is
not knownutethor the necessary technical equipment is Immediately avail-
able, whether the equipment of the OtrIlle propos:oda troops Ls still
existing sad male: Lovas this squint are gosplicated Raritan dialect
charatersimaiLms would be vitally needed.. It these abase tars have to be

pethaps the maaresho produced the best materials could
lirtraced. .16i instace,.the teat taropean-made movable radio imsaission
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stations (one thousand watt) were produced in • northern Italian
factory. Since such details an unknoar at present, prediction of
the time needed Lot preparation Is Impossible. .

4. AtnNTIS BMWs
S. Baokgroura Information.

See paragraph 2.

b. Clarifying Comments,

• Ers in the referenced letter divulge the intended direction, how-
ever, they do not, and of course cannot, divalge the agmany's orgenisational
obarsoter or limitations. The undersigned Agent's iguana°s of these
orgenfeational aspects limits the scope of aonversaticas dueling with
organisational vertices. Therefore, the answers to organisational Its
most fool the terrain speculative/7 and, in soot muds sat Wit in the
air. SUBJECT olaba that canorste organisational prop: gals ciao be tude
only altar laming whether or not the propaganda action is to be given
• ',private enterprise" character. The belief is bold by the endersigood
Agent that such problems crud be cosprobensinsly dealt with in anony-
sous trmsemissioos. Since the ELIs given can be only thinly disguised be-
fore a man of SUBJECT's intelligence and probing curiosity, it is waned
that the Ens Imply a certain already-existing trust. If this assumption
ehould be coned and if appraisal of this resort should indicate Curtis'
contact with SUBJECT regarding ;remands matters desirable, than it is
believedthatthe mat step should be • personal diectersion between SUBJECT
as those experts Ma have orystallimed ideas concerning the extent of
their ammo and purposes. In smut that SUBJECT'. further use is pLmmiod,
the army should take Lamaist*, visibly patties procedures taunt
his activation and toward instrumentation of his Spruchkemeer immunity.

0. Aglat's Opinion.	 •

Deny association with SUBJECT indicate that he would be a negligible
security statelier dealingesith Communistio questions. Bowyer, his
mental preparedness to further Camas national Interests along the
lines of the Iasi ideolop Is not &edited.
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4. drealueblenel deb, excluding Chase parks *Ids are opinion

and US spialen fan'enly be evaluated by Ike
aguney experieneed In kindling sue planned
matters.
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